School Supply Donation List 2021-2022

Parents often ask what supplies they can purchase for the Program. Here is our list of supplies that are used most frequently during the school year.

- 6-packs of Elmer’s Purple School Glue Sticks (they work the best)
- Aleene’s Tacky Craft glue
- Crayola Washable 10 count markers
- Rolls of Paper Towels
- Baby Wipes for arts & crafts clean-up
- Clorox or Lysol wipes
- Computer paper
- Kleenex
- Scotch tape
- Masking tape
- 5oz. plastic cups (we find them at Walmart)
- Small or large plain white paper plates (not foam please)
- White Cardstock Paper (8 ½” x 11”)

We thank you in advance for supporting our Program by donating any of these items off our list of supplies.